Combined Role of the Asymmetric Counteranion-Directed Catalysis (ACDC) and Ionic Liquid Effect for the Enantioselective Biginelli Multicomponent Reaction.
This work describes new chiral task-specific ionic liquids bearing chiral anions as the catalysts for the enantioselective multicomponent Biginelli reaction. For the first time, the combined role of asymmetric counteranion-directed catalysis (ACDC) and ionic liquid effect (ILE) for the chiral induction in the Biginelli multicomponent reaction is demonstrated. The chiral induction arises from a supramolecular aggregate where the anion and the cation of the catalyst are alongside with a key cationic intermediate of the reaction. Each component of the new catalyst had a vital role for the chiral induction success. The mechanism of an asymmetric version of this multicomponent reaction is in addition demonstrated for the first time using electrospray (tandem) mass spectrometry, ESI-MS(/MS). The analyses indicated the reaction takes place preferentially and exclusively through the iminium mechanism. Unprecedented supramolecular aggregates were detected by ESI-MS and characterized by ESI-MS/MS. No intermediate of the other two possible reactions pathways could be detected. Theoretical calculations shed light on the transition state of the transformation during the key step of the chiral induction and helped to elucidate the roles of the chiral anion (ACDC contribution) and of the imidazolium-containing nonchiral cation derivative (ILE contribution) in the molecular reaction process.